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 Start your own gang of thugs and lie low until opportunity strikes. Get creative and be the last man standing. Take over areas
and influence everything around you. Play solo or multiplayer, the choice is yours. Choose your own path to complete your

mission in this sandbox open world. Play as a thug and lie low, or start your own gang and get creative to kill any opposition.
Create your own experience and choose the game type (single-player or multiplayer). Play as a robber who can cheat death at

any moment. Disguise yourself as a driver, a waiter, a fireman or one of many other characters. The only thing that you have to
worry about is not surviving the entire game. If you don't, you will have to pay the price in the next life. Immerse yourself in a
gameplay where you have to constantly on the run from the cops. Drive trucks, modify your vehicle to accomplish different

goals, and get a license for your latest heist. Every car needs its own crew. Take to the streets on a mission to steal over a $4.5
million in diamonds and bring them back to your boss. Choose between a S.W.A.T. and a clever thief as you fight your way
through the city to get back to the safehouse. A San Francisco businessman hires a hit man to kill his ex-wife and their four

daughters. Meanwhile, the detective works to find the killer before he does the same to his family. A murder mystery wrapped
in a thriller, you must keep your family safe until the investigation is over. Experience the ultimate survival and destruction

while racing through a post apocalyptic world! Take on endless opponents in a fight to the death. Use the environment as your
weapon and customize your car to find new techniques and strategies to defeat your opponents. Get your most powerful weapon

and meet the most powerful gangsters to hit New York City. Do whatever you want in a world with the most options and
consequences. Take the subway, drive taxis, work as a street cleaner, or drive a garbage truck and witness the crimes on the
streets. Play a terrorist that can either play nice or bomb things up. Kill terrorists, steal money, and sabotage banks as you

terrorize the city. Choose your path and accomplish different goals to ensure that your name isn't on a terrorist's death list. An
emotionally charged story of a father and his daughter to show how forgiveness can be earned. Using the backdrop 82157476af
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